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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC), SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
 
SESSIONS CASE NO.  :-  74 of 2016 
             (Under Section 302 of IPC arising 
             out of GR Case No 2383 of 2015) 
                                                             
Present     :-  R. Baruah 
      Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC),  

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

Prosecutor     :- State of Assam 
 
       -Vs- 
 
Accused    :-  Smti. Rejina Khodal , 
       W/o Late Deben Khodal,  
      Resident of Moinajuli, 
      PS – Dhekiajuli 
      Dist- Sonitpur, Assam 
 
 
Date of framing charge  :- 04-09-2018. 
 
Date of Recording Evidence   :-  29-06-2016, 17-08-2016, 11-07-2017, 
       05-09-2017 & 20-05-2019. 
 
Date of examination of accused u/s  :-  24-06-2019. 
313 of Cr.P.C. 
 
Date of Argument    :-  01-07-2019. 
 
Date of Judgment    :-  22-07-2019. 
 
 
Counsel of the Prosecution  :-  A Baruah      &     J Baruah,  
      Learned Addl. Public Prosecutors, 
      Tezpur. 
 
 
Counsel for Accused   :-        P. Sethi, Learned Legal Aid Counsel. 
   
    

J U D G M E N T 

1.   In this case accused Rejina Khodal is put for trial for the allegation of 

charge under Section 302 of the IPC. 
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 2.   The prosecution case in brief is that on 07-09-2015, informant Tulsha 

Khodal lodged an ejahar before the Dhekiajuli PS stating inter alia that previous night 

at 7.00PM, the accused losing her mental balance due to tortures meted out to her 

by her husband since many days, hit her husband on the head with a spade and 

killed him.  

 

3.   On receipt of the ejahar, O/C, Dhekiajuli Police Station registered the 

case vide Dhekiajuli PS case No. 534/15 under Section 302 of IPC and endorsed the 

same for investigation. Police after completion of investigation, submitted charge 

sheet against the accused and laid the same before the learned CJM, Sonitpur, 

Tezpur for trial. Accordingly, the learned CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur transferred the 

case to the Court of learned Addl. CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur for trial. Since the 

offence is triable by the Court of Sessions, the same was committed to the Court of 

Sessions after furnishing the relevant copies under the provisions of Cr.P.C. 

 

4.   On production of the accused and after hearing the learned Advocate 

for both the sides, charge under Section 302 of the IPC framed against the accused. 

The above offence were read over and explained to the accused to which she 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

 

5.   To substantiate the case, prosecution has examined as many as 5 

(five) nos. of witnesses namely 1. Smti. Turhsa Khodal (PW1) (informant), 2. Sri 

Bono Khodal (PW2), 3. Sri Biren Das (PW3), 4. Dr. Basanta Kandali (PW4) (MO), 5. 

Sri Gopal Singha (PW5) (I.O). 

  

6.   Accused was examined under section 313 Cr.P.C. The defence plea is 

of total denial and declined to adduce defence evidence. 

  

7.   I have carefully gone through the record of the case and heard the 

learned counsel for both the sides. 

  The learned Additional Public Prosecutor submitted that it is proved 

that the accused murdered her husband. The conduct of the accused after the 
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incident is to be noted because she tried to flee away. The accused was found in her 

courtyard by the informant. The accused showed the weapon of offence and the 

same seized. The injuries inflicted on the vital part of the body with the intention to 

kill. The witnesses said that there was blood stain on the axe. Doctor proved the 

injuries to be fatal. The accused should be convicted severely and message should 

go to the society. 

 The Learned Advocate for the defense argued that there are many lapses in 

the investigation and evidences. The witnesses has not corroborated on material 

aspects. The FIR mentions about a different weapon and the witnesses mention 

about different weapon. Seizure list not prepared at the spot. The finger prints on 

the weapon and blood stain on the axe not sent for forensic test. Though witness 

claimed that the accused confessed, no such prayer made by the IO for recording 

confession by the magistrate. It is to be noted that the neighbors and children of the 

victim are not examined by the prosecution, who are quite material. Extra-judicial 

confessions are very weak piece of evidence. The accused was forwarded after arrest 

on different ground. Thus, creates doubts in the prosecution case. The relation 

between the accused and the victim was good as per the PW1, then why the 

accused will kill her husband? It is strange that the PW3 resides nearby, but came to 

the place on the next day? The witnesses are all relatives. The prosecution failed to 

prove the charge.  

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

 

8.   The point for decision in this case is that –  

 

(1) Whether the accused on 06-09-2015 at about 
7.00 PM at village- Moinajuli under Dhekiajuli PS, 
committed murder, intentionally causing the death 
of her husband Deben Khodal ? 
 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION: 

 

9.   Before appreciating the evidence, I am of the opinion that the 
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evidence so adduced by the prosecution witnesses needs to be reflected.  

 

10.   PW1 Smti. Tursha Khodal is the informant and she stated in her 

examination in chief as follows:  

“I know accused Rejina Khodal , she is my sister-in-law. Deceased 

Deben Khodal was my younger brother. The occurrence took place about nine 

months back. One day the some persons from Moinajuli village informed me that my 

younger brother Deben Khodal have been murdered. Then I went to the house of 

Deben Khodal and saw my brother Deben Khodal lying dead on the ground. I also 

saw cut injury on the head of Deaben Khodal and blood was oozing out from the 

wounds. Rejina had killed my younger brother Deben Khodal and fled away. The 

villagers apprehended accused Rejina and tied her up in the court yard. On being 

asked by the villagers the accused confessed that she had committed murder of her 

husband assaulting with an axe. Police came and held inquest on the dead body. I 

put my thumb impression on the inquest report. I also filed a written ejahar with the 

police station wherein I put my thumb impression. Ext. 1 is the ejahar. Ext. 2 is the 

inquest report.  

Police arrested accused Rajina. Police took the dead body of Deben 

Khodal to hospital for post mortem examination.”  

In cross examination PW1 said as follows:  

“I cannot say who wrote the ejahar. One Dingru Majhi informed me 

about the occurrence. The house of Deben Khodal is at a distance of about 5 k.m. 

from my house. At the place of occurrence nobody told me as to who killed my 

brother Deben Khodal. Rajina got married my brother Deben Khodal about 15 years 

back. Deceased Deben Khodal visited my house several time with the accused prior 

to the occurrence. We maintained good relation with the deceased. It is not a fact 

that accused Rejina did not state before me that she had killed Deben Khodal. There 

are the residences of Dingru, Tiki Khodal, Mangru Khodal, Dulu Khodal near the 

place of occurrence. It is a fact that I did not state before police that Rejina had 

killed my younger brother Deben Khodal and fled away. It is not a fact that the 

deceased died due to fall on hard substance.”  
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11.  PW2  Sri Bono Khodal in his examination in chief stated as follows: 

“I know accused Rejina Khodal. Deceased Deben Khodal was the 

husband of accused Rejina Khodal. Prior to his death he lived in Moinajuli and he had 

two children. The occurrence took place about one year back. I came to know that 

Deben Khodal had been killed by his wife and then I went to the house of Deben 

Khodal. Police came to the house of Deben Khodal and many people gathered in the 

house of Deben Khodal. I noticed that Deben Khodal was lying dead with injury on 

his head and injury was caused by axe.” 

PW2 turned hostile to the prosecution. In cross examination by the 

prosecution he stated as follows: 

“I saw several cut marks on the person of the deceased. Deceased’s 

wife Rejina Khodal on being asked confessed that she had killed her husband. When 

police seized the axe from place of occurrence I saw the axe and I put my thumb 

impression on the seizure list.” 

In cross examination by defence the PW2 said as follows: 

“I know about the death of deceased from the villagers. I did not state 

before police that accused Rejina confessed before me that she had killed her 

husband by assaulting him with an axe. I put my thumb impression on the seizure 

list in the police station. I do not know the other seizure witnesses. I have not seen 

the seized axe today in the court. I did not see blood stain in the axe. Accused Rejina 

Khodal did not state before me that she had killed her husband. I came to the place 

of occurrence about 10/12 hours after the incident. It is not a fact that I did not get 

any information from the villager about the death of Deben Khodal. I know some 

persons of the area but I do not know by name. I also went to the cremation ground 

for funeral of Deben Khodal. Thereafter I did not visit the house of accused Rejina 

Khgodal. It is not a fact that I saw several cut marks on the person of the deceased 

and deceased’s wife Rejina Khodal on being asked confessed that she had killed her 

husband.”   

 

12.  PW3 Sri Biren Das in his examination in chief stated as follows: 

“I know the accused. I do not know the informant. I knew deceased 

Deben Khodal. The occurrence took place in the year 2015. On the next morning of 
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the occurrence, having come to know about some incident, I went to the house of 

the accused wherein many people gathered and people told that Deben Khodal died. 

On being asked about the cause of death, the accused has stated before me and 

other people present there that as her husband made hulla by consuming liquor, she 

had killed her husband by means of an axe. Police has also visited the place and the 

accused has also confessed the same version to police, I have seen the deceased 

lying on the ground near the bed. I have noticed head injury of Deben Khodal. I 

accompanied police to the hospital for post mortem examination of the dead body. 

Police had seized one axe in my presence as shown by the accused. Ext. 1 is the 

seizure list wherein Ext. 1 (1) is my signature.” (the seizure list is Exhibit- 3) 

In cross examination PW3 said as follows: 

“House of Deben Khodal and the accused is about five minutes 

walking distance from my house. When I reached the place of occurrence many 

people along with police gathered there. Police and village people had asked the 

accused and then she confessed that she had killed her husband. There was blood 

stained on the axe and the axe was having a bamboo handle. I have not seen the 

seized axe today in the court. It is not a fact that the accused had not shown and 

handed over the axe to police. It is not a fact that the accused has not confessed 

that she had killed Deben Khodal. I do not know when the deceased married the 

accused. I also do not know the relation, at the time of occurrence, between the 

accused and the deceased. I do not know as to how the incident took place.” 

     

13.  PW4 Dr. Basanta Kandali is the M.O. of the case and in his 

examination in chief he stated as follows: 

“On 7-9-15 I was posted as Medical and Health Officer-I at Kanaklata 

Civil Hospital, Tezpur. On that day at 3 p.m. I conducted post mortem examination 

on the dead body of Deben Khodal, 35 years, male in reference to Dhekiajuli PS case 

no.  534/15 U/s. 302 of IPC escorted and identified by UBC 139 Aswini Dutta and 

Ajoy Kalandi. On examination I found the followings: 

Dead body of a 35 years. Male person wearing a black colour half pant 

and navy blue shirt, both are stained with blood. Rigor mortis present. He has found 

the following injuries: 
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1. Cut injury 5cm x 2cm x bone cut over left temporal region. 

2. Cut  injury 7cm x 2 cm with bone cut with exposed brain matter over 

left parietal region.  

3. Cut injury 2cm x 1 cm bone deep over left frontal region.  

4. Fracture of left frontal parietal and temporal bone.  

Other organs were healthy. 

Brain membranes were torn at the site of fracture. 

Intra cranial hemorrhage over left frontal parietal and temporal region. 

Other organs were healthy. 

All the injuries described are ante mortem in nature.  

Opinion: The cause of death was due to hemorrhage and shock as a result of 

the injuries described.  

Ext. 4 is the post mortem report wherein Ext. 4 (1) is my signature and Ext. 4 

(2) is the signature of Jt. Director of Health Services, Sonitpur, Tezpur which I know” 

 In cross examination PW4 said as follows: 

“The age of the injury was not mentioned in my report. All the injuries 

are in the same area of the body. All the above injuries cannot be caused in one 

blow. The same weapon can cause all the injuries.”  

  

14.  The PW5 Sri Gopal Sinha is the I.O. of the case and in examination in 

chief he stated stated as follows: 

“On 07-09-2015 I was posted at Dhekiajuli PS as attached officer. On 

that day, informant Smti. Tulsa Khodal submitted an FIR before the OC, Dhekiajuli PS 

alleging that the previous night at 7 PM accused Rejina Khodal assaulted and killed 

her husband with a spade. The OC, Dhekiajuli PS registered the FIR as Dhekiajuli PS 

case No.534/15 under Section 302 of IPC and endorsed the same to me for 

investigation. I visited the place of occurrence and drew the sketch map of the place 

of occurrence. I recorded the statement of witnesses. The inquest of dead body was 

conducted by the Magistrate. I recovered and seized the axe used in commission of 

the crime. People had detained the accused and I took her into custody. I sent the 

dead body for post mortem examination. I interrogated the accused and arrested her 

and forwarded her to the Court. Ext.3 is the seizure list and Ext.3 (2) is my 
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signature. Ext.5 is the sketch map and Ext.5 (1) is my signature.  In the meantime, 

as I was transferred, I handed over the case diary to the OC. It is seen that the 

charge sheet has been submitted by the subsequent IO namely SI Gokul Borah. 

Ext.6 is the charge sheet and Ext. 6(1) is the signature of SI Gokul Borah which I 

know.  

M.Ext.1 is the seized axe.  

I have recorded the statement of Bono Khodal (PW2). PW2 stated before 

me that “I saw several cut marks on the person of the decease. Deceased’s wife 

Rejina Khodal on being asked confessed that she had killed her husband. When 

police seized the axe from place of occurrence, I saw the axe and I put my thumb 

impression on the seizure list”. 

In cross examination The PW5 (I.O.) Sri Gopal Sinha stated as follows: 

“Incident took place on 06.09.2015 at 7 PM at village Mainajuli Gaon. No 

information received from the VDP secretary and gaonburha of the village 

immediately after the occurrence i.e. at night nor I visited the place of occurrence 

just after the occurrence. After receiving FIR I was asked to investigate. The FIR 

received on the next day of occurrence. The informant is the sister of the victim. In 

the FIR it is mentioned that accused lost mental balance due to the torture for many 

days and for this the occurrence took place. In the FIR it is mentioned that offence 

committed by means of “Kur (spade)”. In this case I have not seized any spade. I 

have not sent the seized axe for examination by the FSL to ascertain whether there 

is any blood stain found on the said axe or not. I have not taken steps to tally the 

blood stain on the axe if any, with that of the victim to ensure whether the axe is in 

fact used for commission of the crime.  

It is not a fact that no axe used in commission of the alleged crime and 

the said axe falsely put by me to implicate the accused.  

I have not recorded the statement of the scribe of the FIR namely 

Sitaram Chetry. The accused has got two children, but, I have not recorded their 

statement. I also not recorded the statement of the VDP Secretary and the village 

Headman of the village.  I have not recorded the statements of persons shown on 

the four sides of the house of the accused as per the sketch map namely Mono 

Ghosh, Kalu Gowala, Arjun Das, Tiki Khodal. The witnesses whom I examined during 
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investigation are of another village and most of them are relatives of the deceased. 

In Ext.1 (FIR), it is not mentioned that accused has confessed her guilt before the 

villagers as well as police. I have not taken steps for recording the confessional 

statement of the accused by the Magistrate. While forwarding the accused after 

arrest, I mentioned in the forwarding “ On 06-09-2015 at about 7.00 PM a hot 

altercation and quarrel taken place in between the husband and wife where accused 

Rejina Khudal was chased by her husband Deben Khudal with an axe in his hand”. 

In my investigation, I have not come across whether the accused 

underwent treatment in the mental hospital for any ailment. The PW2 Bono Khodal is 

a relative of the victim/deceased.  

It I s not a fact that Bono Khodal never stated before me that “I saw 

several cut marks on the person of the decease. Deceased’s wife Rejina Khodal  on 

being asked confessed that she had killed her husband. When police seized the axe 

from place of occurrence, I saw the axe and I put my thumb impression on the 

seizure list”, rather, the same is written by me to implicate the accused.  

I started investigation from 07-09-2015 to 08-10-2015. 

It is not a fact that the M.Ext.1 was placed by me subsequently, as 

because the same was not produced before the Court and exhibited by any of the 

witnesses.  

This type of axe is generally found in every household of village. Today, I 

cannot say exactly whether there is any blood stain on M.Ext.1. In the seize axe, 

there is no unique mark or feature which would suggest that the same belongs to 

the accused. It is not a fact that M.Ext.1 does not belongs to accused and it was 

placed by me subsequently. There is no entry in my case diary when the seized axe 

deposited in the Malkhana. It is not a fact that the accused never confessed about 

commission of the crime in presence of anybody. I have not seized any blood stained 

clothe of the deceased nor took steps to send such clothes to the FSL for 

examination. It is not a fact that the investigation has been conducted in a 

perfunctory manner and not as per law. It is not a fact that accused has been 

implicated in this case without any material against her.”  

 

15.  In the present trial following facts need to be noted: 
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 a. The FIR (dated 07. 09. 2015) mentioned that the incident took place the 

previous night at 7.00PM. (i.e. on 06. 09. 2015) 

 b. The FIR filed on 07.09.2015 at 10.00 AM i.e. after about 15 hours of 

incident. Distance between the place of occurrence and police station is about 10 

Kilometer.  

 c. In the FIR it is mentioned that due to tortures meted out to the accused by 

her husband since many days, losing mental balance the accused killed her husband 

by means of a spade. 

 d. It is not mentioned by the informant that after coming to know about the 

incident she visited the place of occurrence or without visiting the place of 

occurrence she filed the FIR. 

 e. No spade seized in connection with the case by the investigating officer. 

 f. The seized axe not sent for examination by forensic expert.  

 g. No reason mentioned in the FIR for delay in lodging the FIR. No 

information received by the police regarding the incident prior to receiving the FIR. 

 

16.  The informant mentioned in her evidence that accused killed her 

husband and tried to flee away but villagers apprehended her and tied her in the 

courtyard. None of the witnesses mentioned when the accused tried to flee away. If 

the timing of the incident as per the FIR is considered, it is incumbent on the part of 

the prosecution to prove the steps taken by the accused since 7.00PM to till her 

apprehension by the villager. None of the villagers, who allegedly apprehended the 

accused is examined by the prosecution. The villagers, who said to have 

apprehended the accused are the material witnesses in the case. The investigation 

officer has also not deem it necessary to question the neighbors of the accused and 

victim to ascertain what happened in the evening of 6/9/2015 at around 7.00PM. 

During cross examination of the investigation officer the defense brought to his 

notice that while forwarding the accused to the court after arrest, in the forwarding 

he has mentioned that in the evening the victim had chased the accused taking an 

axe, to which the IO admitted mentioning the same. If the admission of the IO 

regarding the content in the forwarding is also to be considered as part of the 

investigation, then more is expected from the investigation. Who informed the fact 
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and what happened during such chasing. The PW1 said that the people apprehended 

the accused while she tried to flee away, but, the IO during investigation came to 

one side of the fact that it is the victim who taking an axe chased the accused. The 

PW1 though is the sister of the victim, is a hearsay witness. PW1 reside about 5 

kilometer away from the house of the accused and victim. The PW1 said that she 

was informed by Dingru Majhi. PW1 said that one of the neighbors of the victim and 

accused is Dingru Majhi. Said Dingru Majhi is not examined by the prosecution. In a 

way, it can be said that the prosecution has withheld material witnesses. 

 

17.  The PW1 and the PW3 said that the accused confessed that she killed 

her husband. The PW1 said that the accused was tied in the courtyard by the 

villagers. The PW3 in cross examination said that when he reached the spot there 

were people and police and in presence of them the accused confessed that she 

killed her husband. In the FIR it is mentioned by the informant (PW1) that due to 

mental torture the accused loses mental balance and killed her husband. But, the 

PW3 said that the accused confessed that the victim made hulla after consuming 

liquor and hence she killed her husband. These show that the extra -confession of 

the accused is not voluntarily. The extra-judicial confession if found to be voluntary, 

can be relied upon by the Court along with other evidence on record and the 

conviction can be based thereon.  

 In Aktar Ali.--VS-- State of Assam (reported in 2008 (1) GLT 1055) the 

Hon’ble Gauhati High Court observed as follows: 

“( 22 ) The law on extra judicial confession has already been established. In 

the process of proof of alleged confession the Court has to be satisfied that it 

is a voluntary one and does not appear to be the result of inducement, threat 

or promise envisaged under Section 24 of the Evidence Act or was brought 

about in suspicious circumstances, to circumvent Sections 25 and 26 of the 

Evidence Act. The Court has to look into the surrounding circumstances and 

to find whether the extra judicial confession is not inspired by any improper 

and collateral consideration and circumvention of the law suggesting that it 

may not be true one. The Court must scrutinize, for example, all the relevant 
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facts such as the person to whom the confession is made, the time and place 

of making it circumstances in which it was made and the actual words used 

by the accused. The extra judicial confession if found to be voluntary, can be 

relied upon by the Court along with other evidence on record and the 

conviction can be based thereon. The evidence furnished by the extra judicial 

confession made by the accused to the witnesses cannot be termed as 

fainted evidence and corroboration is required by way of abandoned caution.  

( 23 ) An extra judicial confession, if voluntary can be relied upon by the 

Court along with other evidence in convicting the accused. The confession will 

have to be proved just like any other fact. The value of the evidence as to the 

confession just like any other evidence, depends upon the veracity of the 

witness, to which it is made. It is true that the Court requires the witness to 

give the actual words used by the accused as nearly as possible, but it is not 

an invariable rule that the Court should not accept the evidence if not the 

actual words but the substance were given. It is for the Court having regard 

to the credibility of the witness his capacity to understand the language in 

which the accused made the confession to accept the evidence or not.  

( 24 ) The Courts have considered the extra judicial confession, a week piece 

of evidence. But when the evidence about extra judicial confession comes 

from a witness unbiased, not even remotely inimical to the accused and in 

respect of whom nothing is brought out which tend to indicate that he may 

have a motive for attributing and untruthful statement to the accused, the 

words spoken to by the witness are clear, unambiguous and unmistakable 

convey that the accused is the perpetrator of the crime and nothing is 

committed by the witness which may militate against it, then after subjecting 

the evidence of witness to a rigorous test on the touch stone of credibility if it 

passes the test the extra judicial confession can be accepted and made basis 

of conviction. (See (1) AIR 1975 SC 1320 (Maghar Singh Vs. State of Punjab), 

(2) State of U. P. Vs. M. K. Anthony AIR 1985 SC 48; (3) Kishore Chandra Vs. 

State of Himachal Pradesh (1990)3 SCC 662 and (4) Baldeo Raj Vs. Haryana 

(1990) 4 SCC 524 ).”  
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18.  Another factor to be kept in mind while deciding the case that the 

information given to the police after 15 hours of occurrence. The information is given 

by the sister of the victim, who was not at the place of occurrence. The informant 

(PW1)  said that she was informed by another neighbor of the victim and accused 

regarding the incident. The person who has informed the informant is not examined 

by the investigation officer during investigation. The informant had found the 

accused tied in the court yard by the villagers. None of the villagers examined by the 

prosecution to explained why the accused was tied in such manner. It is not 

explained by the prosecution for how many hours the accused was tied in the 

courtyard and from which place she was apprehended. How the villagers who tied 

the accused came to the conclusion that it is the accused who killed her husband and 

attempted to flee away? It is not clear from which place the accused was 

apprehended. It is necessary to point out from which place the accused was 

apprehended, because one cannot be termed as trying to flee away when he or she 

is in the courtyard of the house. None of the witnesses said that anyone saw the 

incident. Nobody has said that accused prior to her confinement admitted that she 

was involved in the killing of her husband. The dead body of the victim found inside 

the house. It is not clear from the prosecution evidence as to who first noticed the 

dead body inside the house and came to the conclusion that the woman/wife in the 

courtyard committed the murder. The PW5 (IO) said that the accused has got two 

children, and in such circumstances it is necessary to ascertain by the prosecution 

from where the accused was apprehended. Thus, the unexplained delay of 15 hours 

in informing the police and the facts came out from the mouth of the witnesses 

provided a vast area of doubt.  

19.  Though the submission of the Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor is that the 

conduct of the accused need to be taken into consideration, it the principle of 

criminal jurisprudence that it is the task of the prosecution to prove the case beyond 

all reasonable doubt. The prosecution will not be allowed to rely on the lapses on the 

defense case for proving the charges. Suspicion howsoever strong cannot take the 

place of proof.  

  In Krishna Borua vs State of Assam (reported in 2015 (4) GLT 
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936 the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court observed as follows; “ 82. In view of what we 

have discussed herein before, we are of the opinion that though prosecution was 

successful in establishing a series of suspicion suggesting the involvement of the 

accused with the crime aforesaid, yet, such suspicion cannot take the place of proof 

because there is a gulf between proof and suspicion and unless such gulf is bridged 

by legal evidence, court is not competent to convict the accused person of the 

offence she was charge with. ” 

 

20.  Another relevant factor in the present case is the mental health of the 

accused at the time of occurrence. In the FIR it is mentioned that the accused losing 

mental balance committed the murder. The informant (PW1) choose not to mention 

about the mental health of the accused at the time of occurrence. The accused after 

put into custody, on various occasions have to be forwarded to the Regional Institute 

of Mental Health, Tezpur for deterioration of her psychiatric conditions. Although 

doctors certified that accused is fit to stand trial.  

  Why the informant chose to remain silent regarding mental health of 

the accused during incident is not known. 

 

21.   In view of the above discussions and reasons it is held that 

prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused beyond all reasonable doubt. 

As such, the accused Rejina Khodal is acquitted and set at liberty forthwith.  

 

22.  The seized axe be destroyed. 

 

23.   The accused is inside the jail. She is allowed to go on bail of 

Rs.5,000/- (rupees five thousand) only with a suitable surety of like amount.   

 

24.   Free copy of judgment be furnished to the accused. 

 

25.  Copy of judgment be forwarded to the Ld. District Magistrate, Sonitpur 

at Tezpur as provided under law. 
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Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 22nd day of 

July, 2019.  

  
                                                                                             (R Baruah) 
                                            Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC),
                                 Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 
Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
  
         (R Baruah) 
Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC), 
       Sonitpur, Tezpur                                     
 
Dictation taken and transcribed by me: 
 
 
Sri Jitumoni Boro, Computer Typist 
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A N N E X U R E 

 
Witnesses examined by the prosecution: 
 
 
1.PW1 – Smti. Tursha Khodal (informant) 

2.PW2 – Sri Bono Khodal, 

3.PW3 – Sri Biren Das, 

4.PW4 – Dr. Basanta Kandali, 

5.PW5 – Sri Gopal Sinha (I.O.),  

 

Documents exhibited by the prosecution: 
 
 

1. Ext. 1 : Ejahar, 

2. Ext. 2 : Inquest report, 

3. Ext. 3 : Seizure list , 

4. Ext. 4 : Post Mortem report. 

5. Ext. 5 : Sketch Map, 

6. Ext. 6 : Charge Sheet, 

 

Material Exhibit No. 1- An axe. 
 

 
                                                                                    (R Baruah) 
                                     Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC),
                          Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
  


